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Dear Reader,

The ebook you’re about to read was published in 
January of 2015. Since then, tens of thousands of people 
downloaded it. The hunger for sanity, practical wisdom, 
and compassion in the workplace is extraordinary. 

The research and advice in this ebook was expanded 
upon and turned into an entire book about employee 
engagement. 

It’s what prompted me to write my new book...

In Who the Hell Wants to Work for You? Mastering 
Employee Engagement, you’ll discover 23 battle-tested 
principles to help you quickly and easily master employee 
engagement to make work more fulfilling and rewarding 
for everyone in your company. Result: your employees do 
what you want and need them to do — willingly, happily, 
enthusiastically, and beyond your wildest expectations!

With these powerful management tactics at your fingertips, you’ll bring the best 
out of your employees ... and ignite an unprecedented level of engagement ... 
without strong-arm tactics, hair-pulling misery, or letting people take advantage of 
your good nature.

Download the first chapter free.

Thanks for reading.

Tim Eisenhauer 
President and co-founder, Axero and Author of Who the Hell Wants to Work for 
You? Mastering Employee Engagement

https://hubs.ly/H0cndMw0
https://hubs.ly/H0cndMw0
https://hubs.ly/H0cndMw0
https://hubs.ly/H0cndMw0
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It’s likely you agree that employee engagement is important to your business, 
otherwise you wouldn’t have downloaded this ebook. However, you may find it 
challenging and difficult to come up with ideas that actually work.

But it doesn’t have to be that way.

After all, everyone wants to lead their team to success, and sometimes all it takes is 
a few fresh ideas to help rejuvenate your employees and increase their productivity 
to a large degree.

It definitely helps to have a cheat sheet on your side that you can refer to from time 
to time. But, what you’ll learn, is that engagement in the workplace begins with 
practices and priorities built into the culture and fabric of your business.

The best way to benefit from the ideas in this ebook is to assume that they apply in 
your case. If one looks like a standard practice already, ask your team in what ways 
you may yet fall short. For the pies-in-the sky and cans-of-worms in this ebook, 
ask yourself in what ways they may fit the bill. 

We will be looking at 49 different employee engagement ideas. These are only a 
starting point to help spark your creativity and get the juices flowing.

In the end, you may decide that certain stones are better left unturned, at least for 
the time being.

Shall we get started?

Introduction
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It’s common for modern-day employees go through the workweek feeling 
uncomfortable with the concept of speaking their minds. This discomfort can 
result for a number of reasons. When people don’t feel as if they can speak up, they 
may be holding back valuable ideas and solutions that could help to push your 
organization forward.

If you want your employees to feel comfortable speaking their minds, 
you have to make it clear that they can do so without fear of criticism and 
judgment. Promote and practice candor.

Keeping an “open-door” policy is essential, and you can help to encourage your 
employees further by holding round-table discussions in which they can talk about 
anything that may be on their minds at the moment. The more you foster an open, 
safe space for communication, the more likely it is that your staff will bring great 
ideas to the table.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

1
Encourage employees  
to speak up.
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In larger organizations, many employees go through their days without knowing 
their colleagues very well, if at all. The bigger a company gets, the more of a chance 
there will be a disconnect. As a manager, it’s important to place focus on helping 
your employees to get to know each other better, and there are a number of fun 
ways to go about doing so.

You could play office games.

Just watch all of the seasons of “The Office” and you’ll get more take-aways than 
you’d get from reading every employee engagement book on the planet. 

Or ... !

You could just plan a happy hour at the end of the workweek .... it’s a great way to 
cut to the chase, and to get employees to communicate with each other on a more 
personal level.

There’s really nothing like taking your employees out to a bar, throwing down a few 
hundred bucks from the petty cash, and getting them wasted ... right? Ha. Ya know, 
this kind of thing happens all the time. One can learn a whole lot about another 
when there’s alcohol involved. Some co-workers may be into this, but there may 
also be many who are not. Understand this and you’ll be okay. Keep an open mind. 
There will be a clear separation between those who are cool with this and those 
who are not. :) Cherish these moments.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

2
Help your employees get 
to know each other better.
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SIDE NOTE: I actually had a boss that did this ... he’d say, “We have a new guy 
starting tomorrow, so put on your drinking pants, let’s give him the official welcome 
to the team.” Funny thing is ... although it was a basic job, it sure was fun!

But!!!

Perhaps more importantly ...

You should always be sure to allow your staff to interact throughout the day 
and outside of work without having to worry about whether or not they’re being 
watched or judged. Conversations related to business are surely important, but that 
doesn’t mean your staff doesn’t need a break every once in a while. To be human is 
human.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.
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When an employee begins to experience problems with engagement, it’s essential 
to step in as quickly as possible so that things don’t progress further. Some 
managers simply don’t take the personal approach that is often necessary for 
getting through to an employee, and instead, they rely on canned methods and 
techniques. Unfortunately, these individuals are taking the wrong route the vast 
majority of the time.

Improving employee engagement means serving as a mentor for those who are 
facing issues, regardless of how busy you may be.

Offer your help. Drop what you’re doing and just help!

Setting aside just a bit of time to help someone who is struggling in their job can go 
quite a long way.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

3
Serve as a mentor.
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Some managers believe that one of the best way to keep employees engaged and 
performing well is to reward them on a regular basis, even if they’re not performing 
up to par. Unfortunately, carelessly dishing-out rewards won’t do your business any 
favors and may even hurt performance and engagement even further. Instead, be 
mindful with how you utilize rewards.

Case in point ... if you reward your dog every time he sits down, rolls over, or fetches 
a stick, he’s going to get comfortable. And when he gets comfortable, he poops on 
the floor. 

Rewarding employees is certainly something that you should do from time to 
time, but that’s not to say you should do so carelessly. Pay close attention to the 
progress made by your employees, and don’t hesitate to let them know WHY 
you’re rewarding them, whether it be via a bonus, salary increase, a pat on the back, 
a verbal thank you, or otherwise. As long as you make a point to clarify the reason 
for the reward, you’ll effectively help to increase the chances that they’ll remain 
engaged in the future.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

4
Only reward employees 
for a job well done.
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Take a look at any employee whose engagement levels seem to be suffering, and 
you might find a constant — they’re likely to prefer to work alone.

Collaboration is one of the most important things for businesses to focus on 
improving, as it can help to generate ideas, cut down on wasted time and — yes 
— improve employee engagement. It may seem like a lofty goal if your employees 
tend to stick to themselves, but it doesn’t have to be at all.

One of the best ways to improve collaboration in your company is to implement 
social business software. This serves as a virtual platform where all of your 
employees can work, which means they’ll have little choice but to work with one 
another, regardless of how disconnected they may be.

It’s important to view social business software not as a way to “force” employees 
to collaborate ... but ... as a tool for motivating employees to branch out and work 
more closely with their colleagues. Once they get the hang of how to use it, social 
business software becomes an incredibly powerful tool that will likely serve a huge 
role in the future of your business.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

5
Focus on collaboration 
and working together.
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If you want to have a staff full of engaged employees, you’ve got to take steps 
yourself to help them remain happy and healthy.

Wellness is important for any professional, yet stress and other life factors can 
sometimes get in the way and cause people to neglect exercise and healthy eating 
habits. In the end, it stands to reason why so many businesses have issues with 
engagement — it’s a product of modern society.

Go have lunch with your coworkers and those that report to you. We’re humans, we 
stuff food in our face all day, and we do it socially. So get social and go stuff some 
food with the people you work with. There’s a lot you can learn about people, and 
yourself, based on how and what they eat. 

Encouraging wellness within your organization doesn’t have to be hard. Some 
companies provide their employees with gym memberships, for example, while 
others choose to bring in massage therapists or other professionals to help 
staff members de-stress and maintain clarity. It can even be as easy as stocking 
healthy snacks in your company refrigerator for employees to turn to if need be 
throughout the day. Every little step towards wellness will serve to improve levels of 
engagement in your organization.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

6
Encourage positive health 
and wellness.
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Every employee has a set of goals and responsibilities they need to work on. One of 
the biggest contributing factors to falling engagement levels, is the confusion over 
what one’s role actually is.

It doesn’t take poor management for issues such as this to occur, either. (Though 
usually it is due to poor management.)

Keep in mind that sometimes, things simply get lost in the mix, and it can take time 
to realize what happened before you’re able to identify the issue and take action.

Clarifying goals and responsibilities is essential if you intend to improve employee 
engagement within your organization, a staff member simply can’t be engaged in 
something they don’t understand.

Whenever you kick off a project or delegate out a new task, it’s essential to get into 
the details. Take the time to answer any questions that your employees may have. 
Check in regularly.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

7
Clarify goals and 
responsibilities.
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There’s nothing more depressing for a manager than hiring someone who seems 
as if they’ll be an excellent fit for the job, only to find that they simply aren’t nearly 
as engaged in their work as they should be.

Sometimes the issue stems NOT from the individual, but from the way they’re 
onboarded. Joining a new company can be a very exciting experience. Fuel this 
excitement and use it to your advantage.

It can be tempting to allow employees to fend for themselves during the 
onboarding process instead of helping them through each step, but you’ll benefit 
greatly from being there in case they’re in need of a hand.

Onboarding doesn’t have to be a lengthy process, but it most likely will be if you 
don’t help to move things along.

CEOs and those in managerial positions should make themselves available when 
new employees join the team, as this will help to ensure any issues that pop up are 
negated as quickly as possible.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

8
For new hires, start on 
the first day, perfect the 
onboarding process.
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The best managers are those who hold their employees accountable for their 
performance, yet give them the flexibility they deserve. These are professional 
adults, after all, and they don’t need a micromanaging douchebag breathing down 
their neck at all times. It can be quite difficult for those in leadership roles to give up 
control, especially when working on high-profile projects.

That said, it’s essential to realize just how much of a difference a little bit of 
flexibility can have on an employee’s performance and level of engagement.

There are plenty of ways to prove to your employees that you’re willing to give them 
the flexibility they need. You could allow them to work from home, for example, 
or take a personal day if need be. So long as they keep up their end of the deal 
regarding the work they’re supposed to get done, there should be little to worry 
about.

Note, however, that it’s important to keep an eye on how certain employees 
respond to extra flexibility, as some may take things too far, in which case an 
intervention may be warranted.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

9
Be flexible.
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No manager wants to admit that their employees may someday go on to work at a 
different company ... but that’s typically the reality of things.

In today’s world, the sky’s the limit, and many people put a great deal of effort into 
advancing their career as far as possible through education, workshops, and other 
enrichment tools.

A good manager is one who is there to help their employees reach their goals, even 
if that means they may someday leave the company.

If you want to improve engagement levels, you need to show your employees 
that you’re here to help. You can do this in a number of ways, such as paying for 
classes, allowing employees to attend workshops during workday hours, arranging 
internships, and more.

Most importantly, you should strive to be there for your employees when they 
have any questions about YOUR career and how you got to be where you are at. 
Sometimes, all it takes is giving out some simple advice to let someone know that 
you really care.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

10
Help employees move 
forward in their career  
and education.
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22 Surefire Ways to Boost  
Employee Engagement

We wrote another ebook, 22 Surefire Ways to Boost 
Employee Engagement. A research-backed and data-
driven look at how to better engage your workforce, boost 
company productivity, and increase employee happiness. 
It comes straight from some of the happiest workplaces in 
America, it’s easy-to-read, and it’s packed with case studies 
on how the top companies get employee engagement right.

GET YOUR FREE COPY

- Farah Jaza

“The strategies and ideas you suggest can 
make a big positive impact not just on employee 
engagement, but on the overall performance at work. 
A very worth-the-time read. Simply, great work!”

“Absolutely fantastic, easy-to-read, and packed with 
information. This is a “must add” to your HR library 
and if you get ONE itty-bitty idea from it, it’s worth 
every penny of your investment. And besides all that, 
it’s fun to read!”

- Alan Collins, founder of SuccessinHR.com, 
bestselling author of Unwritten HR Rules and 
HR Resume Secrets, and former VP of HR at 
PepsiCo, Quaker Oats, Gatorade, and Tropicana

“I never expected 22 Ways to be such good reading... 
I couldn’t stop once I started and I have found a lot of 
good inspiration for our company.”

- Karen L. Mørkholt,  
HR Manager, Legal Adviser

“It’s been a great read and I agree with all of it. This 
ebook gives me hope that others do align themselves 
with these beliefs.”

- Diana Santana Rosa

W E  W R O T E  A  R E S E A R C H - B A C K E D  A N D  D A T A - D R I V E N  E B O O K .

http://info.axerosolutions.com/22-surefire-ways-to-boost-employee-engagement?utm_campaign=inbound&utm_medium=49-ee-ideas&utm_source=ebook
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Showing up to an office every day can be a trying experience after a while, 
especially if the environment isn’t altogether comforting.

No one wants to sit in a dimly lit cubicle farm ... yet, this is the way many  
people work.

Managers, CEOs, and the “higher ups” shouldn’t settle for such a dull work 
environment, as it will do nothing to help.

All this said, you should strive to do whatever you can to create an office 
environment that is unique, comfortable, and reflective of your people.

Creating culture within your office is something that is typically done one step at a 
time. Artwork, music, branded mugs/dishes, even an office pet are just a few things 
that can help to add character to your work environment. 

But this barely scratches the surface. As long as you constantly keep in mind  
the notion that your office should be fun and inviting, you’ll be doing what it takes 
to improve employee engagement levels and make the workweek just a little bit 
better.

11
Create a unique office 
environment.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.
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Every manager wants to have employees that have a great deal of experience and 
incredible qualifications. After all, these things do matter, and great experience 
can sometimes signify a great employee. However, traits and behaviors should be 
focused on above all else. Everyone can learn experience and qualifications if they 
try hard enough, but this doesn’t necessarily mean they’re going to be engaged in 
their work.

More often than not, you can spot the traits that might make a person a great 
candidate. Listen to your gut. Employees that are most likely to be engaged in their 
work are those who are excited, personable, and not afraid to speak up. Typically, 
these traits will come out during the interview process; especially if you take the 
time to conduct a thorough interview with each and every candidate. A resume 
may be able to tell you what type of professional experience a potential employee 
has under their belt, but resumes are often full of wishful thinking and blatant lies.

12
Hire based upon traits  
and attitude.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.
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One of the most unfortunate aspects of modern office culture is that many people 
don’t associate the word “fun” with work.

It can seem at times as if the two are mutually exclusive, with fun being something 
experienced outside of work hours and the office.

The fact is, that there are a number of ways to incorporate fun into the workday, and 
the benefits of doing so can improve employee engagement.

All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.

You don’t necessarily need 
to disrupt your normal 
workweek to incorporate 
fun into the office. 

Starting a company band 
and jamming on Fridays, 
holding contests within 
your organization, and 
taking a little bit of time out 
for some physical activity 
are just a few ways you can 

make the day a bit more fun for you and your employees ... each of which can help 
lower stress levels and serve as bonding activities for your workers.

13
Hold fun in high regard.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.
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Employees want to know that the work they’re doing is being appreciated and 
meaningful ... and if they do, they will be engaged.

They also want to be given the opportunity to shine, which means they need the 
ability to do what they do best. The biggest mistake that you can make is assigning 
tasks to someone that don’t match their skillset. Though don’t let this limit things, 
sometimes giving someone something they don’t know how to do sparks their 
interest.

However, If you want your employees to stay as engaged as possible, allow them to 
focus on their skills.

First, ask them what they feel most comfortable taking on task-wise (which will 
help to let them know that you’re paying attention). They’ll most likely identify areas 
in which they have specialties that can also benefit your organization, so take this 
information and keep it top-of-mind when assigning tasks.

14
Let your employees focus 
on what they do best.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.
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A great employee is one who is driven and focused on improving his or her own 
career as much as possible.

You don’t want complacency ... because even if they’re engaged in their  
work today, this particular trait will no doubt lead to problems for your organization 
tomorrow.

Encouraging your employees to network with others (both inside and outside of 
your organization) is a great way to help them focus on building their careers, all the 
while helping them to be more engaged in their current roles.

There are so many ways to network in today’s world that it can be relatively head-
spinning. Take a look at the popularity of social media and professional networks 
like LinkedIn, and it becomes quite clear just how much focus is placed on 
networking in modern society.

You can encourage your employees to utilize these services for outside networking 
and implement social business software for internal networking. Send your 
employees to tradeshows, conferences, workshops, educational talks ... send them 
to events where they can learn something!

The possibilities are endless, and the more your employees focus on building their 
networks, the more your business will benefit in the end.

15
Encourage networking.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.
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The popularity of the “mission statement” in today’s business culture is difficult to 
ignore. It seems as if every company has their own statement to the public, some 
of which can be extremely well-composed and honest ... to those that are being 
pushed out by the best marketing-manipulation-seduction teams in the world.

What often goes overlooked when creating a mission statement, is authenticity.

A simple, to-the-point phrase may have quite a bit of impact when properly 
presented, but this isn’t to say that it actually means something to your employees. 
Or anyone else.

Your employees want to know that they are part of a greater good, which is why it’s 
so important to ensure that the mission statement you end up drafting is one that 
everyone on your team can get on-board with.

Ideally, you want employees to view your company as an entity that takes action 
towards reaching important goals and finding solutions that will benefit the 
community as a whole.

Getting your employees involved in the process is a great way to ensure that you’re 
not missing the mark.

16
Create a truly authentic 
mission statement.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.
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The most respectable businesses are those that place focus on giving back to  
the community.

Many employees will be quick to say that they’d prefer to work for a business that 
places some focus on philanthropy ... as this not only looks good on their resume 
... but allows them to go home at the end of the day knowing that they’re doing a 
good thing.

Philanthropic organizations tend to have high levels of employee engagement.

As anyone who is experienced in philanthropy knows, there are many  
more ways to get involved in the community than could ever be listed in a  
single space.

You can donate money to help fund a local non-profit, for example, or pay for 
renovations of historic buildings in your area. Make a list of different angles you 
might wish to take, and don’t hesitate to ask your employees for feedback and 
ideas of their own. If as many people in the organization as possible have interest in 
a single form of philanthropy, engagement levels will surely rise.

17
Make use of philanthropy.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.
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No employee is going to turn down a raise ... and there are plenty of reasons for 
giving one ... you can throw money at any problem. Some people aren’t looking for 
money. Maybe they’re looking for something else?

This being said, there are other ways to reward your employees for a job well done 
than giving them money ... some of which can be even more effective when it 
comes to improving employee engagement.

As far as rewards go, you may want to consider giving extra time-off to employees 
that have done well on a project, or perhaps tickets to go see their favorite band or 
sports team. If they go eat Chinese food next door everyday, get them a gift card. 
Write them a handwritten thank you card, something they can hang at their desk. 
Ask them if there’s a book that they’ve been wanting to read, and get it for them. 

This will help to clarify that you truly care about your staff, and it doesn’t have to 
cost you nearly as much as increasing their salaries might.

18
Don’t just use money  
as a reward.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.
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If there’s an employee engagement idea that practically every employee can attest 
to, it’s wanting to be given credit for the hard work they’ve done.

Giving your employees visibility within your company can have a huge impact on 
their levels of engagement ... and it’s often exactly what it takes to help someone 
feel more in-touch with their job. 

“You Matter.”

Sometimes, all it takes to give them visibility is to put their name in or on something 
that other people will see.

If someone had a huge part in spearheading a campaign for a new product or 
service, give them credit in a press release or mention them in the company 
newsletter. @Mention them on your intranet (where other people can see it) and 
thank them for a job well done.

19
Give your employees 
visibility.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.
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The workday can be long at times, and it can be difficult for some employees to get 
the time they need to work on personal enrichment.

Most people want to learn something! So give them time to learn it and better 
themselves.

The weekend is only so long, and many people are exhausted at the end of the 
workday. If you want to improve engagement levels, you may want to allow time 
throughout the day for people to explore something new.

Allow your employees to take a half hour or so to work on something they’re 
passionate about, even if it isn’t work-related. It may seem as if you’re losing 
time doing this, but in the end, you’ll actually be making the environment more 
comfortable for your employees, which will lead to a more engaged staff.

49 Employee Engagement Ideas: The ultimate cheat sheet your team will love.

20
Allow time during the day 
for person enrichment and 
development.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT COMMUNIFIRE

Replace your outdated, socially challenged intranet with Communifire,  
the intranet solution for teams that love intranets. 100% useful.  

100% customizable. 100% loved by over 2 million people.

Move work forward.
C O M M U N I F I R E  I N T R A N E T  S O F T W A R E

https://axerosolutions.com/solutions/social-intranet-software?utm_campaign=inbound&utm_medium=49-ee-ideas&utm_source=ebook
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Most managers know they should put effort into recognizing their employees for 
the work they do, but that’s not to say that staff members shouldn’t be recognized 
simply for being a part of the team.

Celebrating your staff is essential.

Pick and choose specific occasions to celebrate, with time-out from the day ... 
these can include birthday parties, work anniversaries, the birth of a child, or major 
professional achievements.

Or ... better yet ... nearly every day of the year has been designated as some type of 
holiday ... they might be informal, weird, stupid, meaningful ... etc.

Even more important, is to pay attention to random accomplishments, be they 
personal or professional.

21
Celebrate staff birthdays, 
accomplishments, etc.
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Do a Google search for “employee engagement activities,” and the amount of 
results that pop up will most likely overwhelm you. This is because employee 
engagement activities really do hold a great deal of importance in today’s world, 
and most managers are doing everything possible to keep their staff engaged.

The best way to find employee engagement activities that work for your team is 
to experiment with a number of different ideas and see what sticks. Ask your staff 
what they like to do for fun ... then experiment with those activities.

Keep your staff’s preferences in mind when choosing activities to try, and you’ll no 
doubt find options that will benefit your organization.

22
Experiment.
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Most businesses have a petty cash fund sitting around. It can come in handy for 
parking and other small expenditures, but there are better ways to utilize your petty 
cash supply.

What many people don’t realize is that petty cash can actually come in handy in 
regards to improving employee engagement, and it all has to do with bettering the 
quality of your office; specifically, the front desk.

The next time you think of it, give your receptionist a chunk of petty cash in order 
to buy candy, toys, and other fun things to make the front desk just a little more 
inviting. A fish tank that your employees have to take turns feeding? An ant farm? 
Sea Monkeys? A chia pet?

You’ll be surprised to see how much of a difference a more festive and playful 
reception area can have on your team’s morale, all at an exceptionally low cost.

After all, you’ve got to use that petty cash somehow!

23
Put petty cash to  
good use.
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On a hot, sunny day, just about everyone can attest to wanting to be outside ... 
instead of within the confines of an office.

While there’s no getting around the fact that the work week must go on, it never 
hurts to go out of your way to give your staff a break from the pressure. If the heat 
is too much, cool them off. There’s no better solution than to take your team out for 
ice cream.

Who doesn’t love ice cream?

Going out for ice cream is not only an excellent way to beat the heat, but it’ll give 
you and your team a chance to catch up and chat about things that might not come 
up just hanging around the office. It’s a low-cost method of allowing your team to 
step away from the action and take a breather, and you can make it a regular thing 
during the summer if the idea resonates with your staff. It’s just one more aspect 
of the day that your employees can look forward to, which can have a number of 
positive effects on engagement levels.

24
Take your team out for  
ice cream.
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One of the best ways to make an employee feel as if they’re truly important to the 
company they work for is to task them with taking the reigns and putting control 
directly in their hands.

Chances are, each and every member of your team has a unique idea or two to 
contribute to the overall goal of your organization, and the more you encourage 
them to work on a project under their own terms, the more likely it is their ideas 
might come to fruition.

Each week, strive to encourage your employees to spend approximately 10% 
of their time nurturing a “pet project” that they feel might be beneficial to your 
company, regardless of what it may be. In this way, your team will feel engaged in 
their work, stress levels will be lessened, and you may end up stumbling upon an 
idea or solution that could push your business in an entirely new direction.

25
Encourage your staff to 
work on “pet projects.”
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If there’s one thing that can make employee engagement levels soar, it’s helping 
your staff to learn the ins-and-outs of the business entirely.

What this means, is that members of your organization need to have the 
chance to see what it’s like to work in a department other than their own.

After all, you can only expect to get a small part of the picture if you’re constantly 
stuck in your own world, and the same can be said for any other member of your 
company.

By allowing your staff to move around from one department to another on occasion, 
you’ll not only help employees get to know each other better, but everyone will 
begin to see the ways in which the business truly runs. This typically leads to a 
more engaged workforce, and each employee will bring with them the information 
they take away from working in other departments to apply it to their own position. 
It’s truly a win-win situation, and more than worth experimenting with.

26
Let employees work in 
other departments on 
occasion.
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Ideas are very much like water.

When things are flowing, the benefits are as clear as day, and everyone is in a good 
mood.

A lack of ideas is like a drought, starving your business and stifling progress.

The more you can do to foster the creation and sharing of great ideas within your 
organization, the better off your business will fare in the long run and the more 
engaged your employees will be.

The best way to keep ideas flowing is to hold regular brainstorming sessions with 
your staff. Promote candor and open talking. No criticism. No discussion is wrong.

Allow them to articulate ways in which they feel your organization could benefit and 
see progress, and don’t be close-minded about anything they may say.

Sometimes, all it takes is a seed of an idea in order to spark something magical, and 
you’ll be missing out on an ocean of potential if you ignore what your staff has to 
say.

27
Hold regular 
brainstorming sessions.
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It’s amazing just how fast time can go by when you and your staff are focused on 
the tasks at hand. Remaining mindful of time that has passed is essential to getting 
the most out of that which you have, and it’s important to check-in with your staff 
more than not.

Checking-in will not only allow you to monitor the progress of your employees, but 
it will also cut down on how much work it will take to fix any potential issues that 
might come to light.

Every few months, plan on having one of your managers do a “side-by-side” with 
an employee, during which they’ll follow the person through their day in order to 
get a better sense of their work tactics. This is also an excellent opportunity for your 
staff and managerial team to bond with each other, it’s a learning session for all of 
those involved ... which can help to boost engagement levels. Plus, they’ll have a 
chance to ask any questions that may have recently been on their minds.

28
Schedule quarterly “side-
by-sides.”
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Contention in the workplace can be difficult to avoid at times, especially when 
it comes to holidays and sick days. Often, employees will get the sense that 
they aren’t receiving the amount of paid time off that they feel they deserve, and 
these feelings can sometimes build to result in problems related to employee 
engagement.

While there’s no easy way to avoid this problem, one method you could experiment 
with is allowing your staff to choose the amount of yearly sick days they have off.

It stands to reason why some managers might get be uncomfortable with this 
concept, but there are a number of benefits that come along with taking the risk.

For one, who the hell wants to be working side-by-side with someone who is 
blowing snot and hacking up lung chunks? Not me. If you’re sick, stay at home and 
get better ... and if you really want to work ... work from home.

When your staff is involved in the process of scheduling sick days, they won’t be 
able to complain about or feel slighted with the end results, hence eliminating a 
rather common issue that has plagued businesses of all kinds for many years.
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number of yearly sick 
days.
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Getting to know each and every member of your staff on a personal level can be 
quite a challenge if you’re managing a lot of people.

I’m really bad at remembering people’s names. I can tell you what they were 
wearing, what they talked about, if they were confident or not ... but when it comes 
to their name ... its just tough.

This is especially true for CEOs and managers in organizations that employ a lot 
of people ... in which case learning everyone’s name by heart can seem next to 
impossible. The importance of operating on a first-name basis, should never be 
overlooked, as doing so can come along with a number of benefits.

No one wants to be viewed as a cog in the wheel, and feelings such as this can 
have detrimental effects on levels of engagement. When you call an employee by 
his or her first name, they no longer feel as if they’re just a number. 

It may take you quite a while to learn everyone’s name, but the important thing is 
that you try.

Even if you slip up from time to time, your staff will appreciate the fact that you’re 
putting in the effort to get to know them on a more personal level.

Good 
morning 

Bill!

30
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22 Surefire Ways to Boost  
Employee Engagement

We wrote another ebook, 22 Surefire Ways to Boost 
Employee Engagement. A research-backed and data-
driven look at how to better engage your workforce, boost 
company productivity, and increase employee happiness. 
It comes straight from some of the happiest workplaces in 
America, it’s easy-to-read, and it’s packed with case studies 
on how the top companies get employee engagement right.

GET YOUR FREE COPY

- Farah Jaza

“The strategies and ideas you suggest can 
make a big positive impact not just on employee 
engagement, but on the overall performance at work. 
A very worth-the-time read. Simply, great work!”

“Absolutely fantastic, easy-to-read, and packed with 
information. This is a “must add” to your HR library 
and if you get ONE itty-bitty idea from it, it’s worth 
every penny of your investment. And besides all that, 
it’s fun to read!”

- Alan Collins, founder of SuccessinHR.com, 
bestselling author of Unwritten HR Rules and 
HR Resume Secrets, and former VP of HR at 
PepsiCo, Quaker Oats, Gatorade, and Tropicana

“I never expected 22 Ways to be such good reading... 
I couldn’t stop once I started and I have found a lot of 
good inspiration for our company.”

- Karen L. Mørkholt,  
HR Manager, Legal Adviser

“It’s been a great read and I agree with all of it. This 
ebook gives me hope that others do align themselves 
with these beliefs.”

- Diana Santana Rosa
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For employees that are concerned with upward movement within an organization, 
there’s nothing more discouraging than working for a company that tends to hire 
from the outside only.

Outside hires are more common than most people would like to admit, especially 
among businesses that are attempting to save money by hiring cheap. This won’t 
do you any favors, and will only serve to cause your employees to feel further 
disengaged in their work.

For one, the candidate will already have a strong handle on the ways in which your 
organization operates, not to mention the fact that there will already be working 
relationships with colleagues set in place.

But perhaps most importantly, hiring from within will generate excitement among 
your entire staff, raising levels of engagement and promoting a more positive work 
environment — two things every great manager should be focusing on.

31
Hire from the inside first.
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Anyone who is familiar with The Office (BTW I love this show, I’m from PA and grew 
up about an hour from Scranton) .... anyway ... if you’ve seen the show you likely 
remember the episodes which involved “The Dundees,” the company’s very own 
awards ceremony.

It may seem like a goofy idea at face value, but there’s actually quite a bit to gain 
from holding an awards night, and it can be a great time for you and your staff to 
get together and celebrate a year’s worth of achievements.

The sky’s the limit in terms of how you can plan an awards night for your 
organization. You can do it in the comfort of your own office ... but why not rent out 
a space and really make it a party?

Live music, catering, and anything else you can think of (themes come to mind) ... 
will all help to make your awards ceremony a hit, and you can pull off a party like 
this without spending too much money if you plan things out ahead of time.

Just be sure you’re creative with the awards categories!  Again, ask your employees 
about award categories and even let them vote on who should win awards. But 
remember to keep it in good fun.

32
Hold an awards night.
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Suit and tie? Khakis and a polo shirt? T-shirt and jeans? Hawaiian shirt day? How 
about whatever they feel most comfortable wearing?

Dress code can have a big impact on attitude. And it’s been debated time and time 
again. Which code of dress is best for maintaining a sense of professionalism while 
also allowing employees to feel comfortable throughout the day? Their own.

Every office needs its own sense of culture, and the ways in which people dress 
can have a dramatic impact on the look and feel of your work environment. If you’re 
open to switching things up, you might want to allow your staff to determine what 
their code of dress should be.

When you’re already working with a team of respected professionals, there 
shouldn’t really be much of a concern over what one might wear to work.

For the most part, you should be able to trust that your employees will come to 
work looking good, regardless of what type of style they might embrace.

Allowing your staff to come up with a reasonable dress code that everyone can be 
happy with is an excellent way to boost engagement levels.

33
Let your staff determine 
their dress code.
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If you’ve ever seen a good motivational speaker work their magic, chances are 
you already know just how effective they can be at helping to improve employee 
engagement-inspiration-motivation-whatever. I absolutely love going to hear smart 
people talk, no matter what they are talking about.

(Here are some TED talks I blogged about. Use them for inspiration.)

Motivational speakers help to remind your employees just how vital a role they 
serve within their organization, and their positivity can often be exactly what the 
doctor ordered in terms of improving levels of engagement.

Not just any motivational speaker will do, however; it has to be the right fit.

Plan to have a different motivational speaker come in each month, and structure 
the visits in a way that will benefit your employees the most. In choosing an 
individual to come in and speak, it’s essential that you take the interests and 
culture of your staff into consideration. Do your homework. Ask for references. If 
your employees are into music, consider bringing in a professional musician as a 
speaker; sports fans will respond well to local athletes. The possibilities for tailoring 
your motivational speaker program to best fit your organization are many, and the 
more focused you can get, the better.
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Bring in motivational 
speakers every month.
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Throughout any busy work week, it’s common for employees to want to branch out 
and do their own thing for lunch.

While there’s nothing wrong with people getting a little solo time in during the 
afternoon, communal lunches can be a lot of fun, not to mention beneficial to 
employee engagement.

Holding a potluck lunch on Thursday (near the end of the work week) is a great 
way to get the team together and also helps everyone to save a bit of money in 
comparison to going out for lunch.

Potlucks only work when they’re structured and planned, so if you’re just now 
introducing this idea to your staff, be sure that everyone is well-aware of when and 
where the lunch will take place, as well as what everyone needs to bring.

The planning process is half the fun, as it allows staff members to come up with 
unique ways in which they can contribute to the party.

See how things go, and if it’s a good fit, you might want to have Thursday potlucks 
become a regular event.

35
Have a potluck lunch on 
Thursday or Friday.
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Want to make your employees really feel like they’re an important part of your 
organization? There’s no better way to do so than to bring them right into the hiring 
process.

Having a staff member sit-in on an interview that you’re conducting comes along 
with a number of benefits.

For one, it makes them feel more engaged and appreciated. In addition, your 
employees’ input can be very helpful in ultimately leading you to make the right 
decision regarding a new hire, especially if they’ve been a part of the company for a 
long period of time.

As any interview process is typically awkward, it’s important that you let whoever 
sits in know that you’ll be doing the bulk of the actual interviewing. Just let them sit 
there and listen. Then when its over, ask them their thoughts on the candidate.

It’s fine for a staff member to ask a question or two, but too much can be 
overwhelming for the applicant. More important is asking your employee what they 
thought of the potential new hire after the interview is over, which is a great way to 
get a more well-rounded sense of whether or not the person might be a good fit.

36
Bring your employees into 
the hiring process.
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Happy Logical Axiom Day!!

There’s never a bad excuse for throwing a party, so why not make one up?

If you’ve ever heard of the concept of “Christmas in July,” or “Halloween in April,” 
or an “80’s party” ... you get the idea.

This serves as a great platform for throwing a fun party that will help people to 
separate themselves from the workday and have a great time with their colleagues. 
And it’s quite clear just how positive an effect this can have on levels of employee 
engagement within your organization.

The “Christmas in July” concept is a fun place to start when planning a themed 
“holiday” party, but there’s no reason why you can’t come up with your very own 
ideas for made-up holidays.

Try to align whatever you choose with the interests of your staff, and don’t forget to 
put a fair amount of effort into the planning process. Hell, throw some of that petty 
cash on the table.

After all, if you’re going to take the time to make up a fake holiday, you really need to 
nail down the details if you want the party to go well.

37
Make up your own holiday 
and throw a party.
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Just about every city or town has a number of local sports teams that play regularly, 
and tickets are usually inexpensive at the minor level.

One great way to improve levels of employee engagement at your company is to 
take everyone out to a local game once a month, or even buy a season pass for 
your company.

Many minor league teams will work with you in regards to pricing, and it’s difficult 
to beat the experience of taking the entire office out for a game. And if you contact 
the sports team ahead of time, maybe you’ll even get to meet some of the players. 
Take photos! 

People can be finicky regarding which sports they’re interested in, so before 
setting out to make any major purchases (tickets or passes), be sure to at least ask 
everyone in detail about the team/sport they’d most like to go see.

It’s not always possible to make everyone happy, but you can at least come  
to find some common ground if you’re up-front and take everyone’s requests into 
consideration.

38
Take your staff to a local 
sporting event.
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Scheduling can be a difficult part of the job for any manager. Or, it could be a no-
brainer. You’re working M-F, 9 to 5 baby!

But the days where every team member can easily commit to a Monday through 
Friday, nine-to-five position are quickly fading away.

People are placing more focus on working remotely than ever before, and CEOs/
managers are doing everything they can to accommodate the shift without losing 
too much control. It can be tricky to find the right amount of balance, but it’s more 
than worth working towards.

Instead of sticking to a rigid schedule that works for you but not everyone else in 
your company, allow your employees to dictate their own schedules. They should, 
of course, still end up putting in the same amount of time each week, but if you 
have the luxury of being able to remain flexible, how they structure those hours 
should be up to them. An employee who feels as if he is respected enough to make 
up his own mind about when to come into work will almost always remain fully 
engaged, as this creates a sense of trust that is difficult to come upon otherwise.
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Allow employees 
to dictate their own 
schedules.
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The quickest way to gauge levels of employee engagement may be to simply give-
out a survey to each and every individual in your office, but that’s not to say it’s the 
most effective. You can read more about surveys in my other blog post, Employee 
Engagement Survey Questions. Good or Bad?

One way that you can get a lot of mileage is to come up with a number of different 
prompts and exercises that you can utilize to gain a better understanding of how an 
employee feels about the organization they’re working for. The more creative you 
can be, the better.

A favorite way to get a sense of an employee’s level of engagement is to hand them 
a crayon and ask them to “draw the company” in their own unique way.

It’s not as simple as tracing the physical outlines of your office, but rather a way 
for employees to share the feelings they get when coming to work every day in 
an artistic manner. You might get a few blank stares with this one, but it’s a great 
exercise that can be especially helpful for onboarding new hires.
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Get creative with 
engagement prompts.
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The days when you needed a thousand-dollar camera setup to produce even 
halfway decent photos are long gone.

With today’s technology, anyone with a smartphone and a good eye can capture 
something worthwhile. One way that you can help to further improve employee 
engagement within your organization is to hold an occasional photo or video 
contest, which can be a lot of fun even for those who have never experimented with 
a visual medium for creativity in the past.

You can structure your contests in a number of different ways. It could be a “just 
for fun” situation, or you could actually hold a contest in which the photos/videos 
your employees make end up on your blog, or even as a part of your branding going 
forward.

This is a fun way to get your staff to be more engaged in what’s happening around 
them, and it’s a very inexpensive tool for doing so.

41
Have occasional photo or 
video contests.
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A common misconception among managers is that employee’s only need to be 
recognized by higher-ups in order to feel engaged.

There’s no substitute for peer respect or peer recognition, which is why it’s 
important for you to urge your employees to give each other a pat on the back 
every once in a while. This makes teams work more fluidly together and can add a 
genuine air of respect to the office that might not exist otherwise.

Employee recognition cards are an easy solution for helping to spread 
congratulations around the office, whether they be physical or virtual in nature. 
Encourage your staff to pay attention to the achievements their colleagues make 
and prepare one of these cards to celebrate a job well-done.

Anyone can give anyone else a “recognition card” for a job well done.

In this situation, everyone wins, and there’s no reason for any bad attitudes to get in 
the way of moving in a forward direction.

42
Encourage staff to write-
up their own employee 
recognition cards.
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Music is one of the few universal things that can truly bring everyone together, and 
there’s no getting around the positive effects it can have in terms of helping people 
to destress. If you really want to turn Friday afternoon into a party, you should 
consider bringing in a singer songwriter.

Having a band play while you and your team relax and celebrate the achievements 
of the week can be highly beneficial, and it’s not nearly as difficult to make happen 
as you might think.

The one thing to ensure that you’re paying attention to when picking a band to play 
during the afternoon is respecting the tastes of your employees. You don’t want 
to bring in a band or songwriter just because they appeal to you — this is about 
your team. Try to find groups that everyone can enjoy, and don’t hesitate to set up a 
proper stage if you’ve got the space and time to do so!

43
Bring in a band or singer-
songwriter on Friday 
afternoons.
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Want to improve engagement levels and appeal to the general public at the same 
time?

Sponsoring a charitable event is one of the best routes you can take if this is what 
you’re aiming for.

Who doesn’t want to do some good in this world?? ... and the more often you get 
involved in volunteer work or charity, the stronger your employees will be able to 
identify with what they do and who they work for.

Sponsoring a charity event can serve as an excellent move, especially if things are 
planned-out well in advance. For best results, it may be worth your while to work 
with an event planner to ensure that everything goes off without a hitch. After all, 
you’ll want to ensure that your event is a huge hit with both your employees and 
the public. This is one area where it may be worth your while to spend a little bit of 
money, as the benefits can far outweigh the costs.

44
Sponsor a charitable 
event.
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A business’s corporate identity package is its bread and butter. It’s what conveys a 
sense of who you are to both your staff and your clients/customers. It is important 
to put the right amount of work into creating a mind-blowing suite that includes 
letterhead, web content, and other types of associated collateral.

Sometimes, the best design ideas come not from a high-dollar outside firm 
but from your very own employees, some of whom you may not even know are 
interested in the world of design.

It can’t really hurt to crowd-source ideas.

The next time you set out to reinvent your corporate identity package, hold a 
roundtable discussion and invite your whole staff to attend. What you end up with 
at the end of the day could be as simple as a list of concepts or ideas, but it could 
also be as robust and detailed as a collection of design comps. Your creative team 
should, of course, be the ones who are leading the discussion, but it’s important 
to open things up to your whole staff in terms of sourcing ideas for shapes, colors, 
fonts, and everything in between.
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Let employees help design 
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In attempting to figure out why an employee is showing signs of disengagement, 
it often comes down to them not feeling as if they ever get the chance to make 
important decisions. You can’t always give up control when it comes to making 
decisions that could change the path of your organization, but there are certain 
scenarios where doing so might actually be to your benefit.

If there is a necessary decision looming and you have a staff member who has 
been working closely with you on a given project, you may want to allow them to 
have the final say in what happens. The benefits this can have on engagement 
levels can be astronomical, and there’s a very good chance that the decision could 
lead your business in a forward direction.

Note that this route should only be taken if the decision won’t potentially end up 
being costly — anything under $500 should be considered safe.
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Let your employees make 
inexpensive executive 
decisions.
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Everyone wants to have as much control over their work schedule as they can, and 
this is sometimes easier said than done when they have to deal with a calendar that 
includes set paid days off.

Holidays can be something to look forward to, but there are other ways to structure 
the year that may actually benefit both you and your employees more fully, and one 
of the most effective is to get rid of set holidays altogether.

When you get rid of set holidays, you can effectively add that time to your staff’s 
vacation time, allowing them to completely structure how they’d like to make the 
best usage of their time off.

Seeing how this can be somewhat of a radical shift, you’d have to work out the 
legal issues (I’m sure there are some), and you’ll want to ensure that everyone 
knows exactly how the new system for taking time off works, stressing that it’s 
actually to the benefit of everyone in the organization.
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Get rid of set holidays and 
add them into vacation 
time.
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Visual art is the kind of thing that everyone can gain something from, even if 
they don’t consider themselves to be an artist. Most of the time, those who don’t 
identify as having talent in visual art simply need a little push in the right direction, 
and a little bit of coaching is never a bad idea. If you want to foster a more artistic, 
engaged staff, then you may want to schedule a monthly art class.

Each month, set aside a workday in which either the whole or part of the afternoon 
will be devoted to bringing in a private instructor that can teach your staff how 
to paint, draw, or embrace another visual medium for creativity. You can focus 
on a new medium each month, for example, which is a great, low-stress way to 
encourage creativity without losing any aspects of fun in the process. Just be sure 
you choose the right instructor, and don’t hesitate to shop around to find someone 
who can accommodate your budget.
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Schedule a monthly art 
class.
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There’s nothing more important for an employee than knowing that the CEO 
actually cares.

In larger organizations, however, it’s common for people to lose sight of this, 
which often leads to dissention and a lack of engagement. Keeping CEOs and 
their employees connected whenever possible is essential to improving levels of 
engagement within your organization.

Each month, hold a “birthday breakfast” with the CEO and everyone who shares a 
birthday in that month. This is a great way for CEOs and their employees to get to 
know each other on a more personal basis, but it also gives people the opportunity 
to ask questions should there be something they’ve wanted to bring up for a while. 
The transparency that comes along with an informal breakfast or luncheon simply 
can’t be beat.
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Hold a “birthday 
breakfast” with the CEO.
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I’m Tim Eisenhauer, president and co-founder of Axero. My 
company develops and markets Communifire, a social intranet and 
collaboration platform. Over five million people use our software, 
and that number is growing.

Our customers invest in Communifire because it saves them time 
and frustration. That’s the technology promise. The social element 
adds up to something extra—employee engagement.

Employee engagement has always been a vital topic for Axero. We 
are a virtual company in a highly competitive market. If people aren’t 
psyched to work for us, we go out of business tomorrow.

I am fascinated by human behavior and ingrained biases in our 
thinking. If we are to achieve success, we must learn to work 
with the human brain, and not against it. It’s true for software 
development. And it’s true for employee engagement.

Like any manager and business owner, I learn by doing. That said, 
I’ve learned an awful lot by reading and observing. The research, 
case examples, and advice in Who the Hell Wants to Work for You? 
have changed my company and my life for the better. I am confident 
they will do the same for you.

Tim Eisenhauer 
President and co-founder, Axero and Author of Who the Hell Wants 
to Work for You? Mastering Employee Engagement

@timeisenhauer

About the author

https://hubs.ly/H0cndMw0
https://twitter.com/timeisenhauer
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Who the Hell Wants to Work for You?
The answer can take your business 

to the next level...

In Who the Hell Wants to Work for You?, you'll discover 
23 battle-tested principles to help you quickly and easily 
master employee engagement to make work more fulfilling 
and rewarding for everyone in your company. Result: your 
employees do what you want and need them to do — willingly, 
happily, enthusiastically, and beyond your wildest expectations!

With these powerful management tactics at your fingertips, 
you'll bring the best out of your employees ... and ignite an 
unprecedented level of engagement ... without strong-arm 
tactics, hair-pulling misery, or letting people take advantage of 
your good nature.

“Tim Eisenhauer’s new book Who The Hell Wants To Work For You is a terrific 
primer for individuals, managers, and executives who wish to create a culture 

of superior employee engagement in their enterprises.”

-- Doug Conant - New York Times bestselling author and former CEO of Campbell Soup Company

W E  W R O T E  A  B E S T S E L L I N G  B O O K  O N  E M P L O Y E E  E N G A G E M E N T .

D O W N L O A D  Y O U R  F R E E 
S A M P L E  C H A P T E R  N O W

Tim Eisenhauer, bestselling author, President and Co-founder of Axero, has been featured in:

https://hubs.ly/H0cndMw0
https://www.amazon.com/Who-Hell-Wants-Work-You-ebook/dp/B07C5BPJ5S/
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Intranet Software
LEARN MORE

Axero is the leading provider of social intranet software for small and medium sized businesses. 
Our product, Communifire, is a central, instantly searchable hub for your teams, conversations, 
and documents. 

Today, Communifire powers social intranets, collaboration spaces, knowledge management, 
and internal social networking. Our estimated user base is over two million people. You might 
have even heard of some of our customers, like Toyota, Hyundai, Bravo, Schneider Electric, 
TED, About.com, and USA State and local governments.

Replace your outdated, socially challenged intranet software with Communifire, the intranet 
solution for teams that love intranets. 100% useful. 100% customizable. 100% loved by over  
2 million people.

About Axero

Learn more at: 
https://axerosolutions.com

Contact: 
http://info.axerosolutions.com/contact-us
1-888-976-4446

https://axerosolutions.com/solutions/social-intranet-software
https://axerosolutions.com
http://info.axerosolutions.com/contact-us
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Intranet Solutions:  
Drive Employee Engagement
How to improve employee engagement  
with social intranet software.

DOWNLOAD NOW

Employee Recognition and the 
Powerful Science of Storytelling
How to improve employee engagement, communicate 
change, and increase awareness with employee stories.

DOWNLOAD NOW

Additional resources

99% of Communifire customers are still actively 
using the platform after 5 years.

http://info.axerosolutions.com/intranet-solutions-drive-employee-engagement?utm_campaign=inbound&utm_medium=49-ee-ideas&utm_source=ebook
http://info.axerosolutions.com/employee-recognition-and-the-powerful-science-of-storytelling?utm_campaign=inbound&utm_medium=49-ee-ideas&utm_source=ebook

